
Supply List for Quilts With Pizzazz 
18 X 24 inch sketch pad-50 lb. paper is preferred 

Tracing paper- a pad or a roll is fine, whichever is cheaper  

Blue (painter’s) masking tape (Found at Home Depot, Target or Lowe’s) 

Number 2 pencils, pencil sharpener, and eraser (besides the ones on your pencils) 

 If you have rough sketches of quilts that you would like to draw out but are unsure how to do it, please bring them.  If you do 

not, that is fine.  We will create plenty. 

Freezer paper.  

 One package of C. Jenkins 8.5” by 11” freezer paper for intricate work 

 One roll of Reynolds freezer paper from the grocery section that is 18” wide 

Paper scissors.  You will need accurate paper scissors for this, not kitchen shears, household scissors or kids’ scissors.  Some like 

serrated scissors for this as they tend to “grip” the paper.  But any good brand of scissors will work for this.  Mine are Ginghers, 

that are dedicated to paper. 

Fabric scissors 

Rotary Cutters 

 It would be best if you had two rotary cutters, one marked for paper and one for fabric as we will be cutting a lot of 

fabric and paper with these.  If you have blades that are too dull for fabric, bring them and we can use them for paper cutting.  

But please be sure that they are not too dull or you will cut yourself.  Ask me how I know. 

Sulky Totally Stable- Please  buy  6 yards of this off the bolt rather than in the pack. It comes 20” wide.    
Flexible Curve- I prefer the 40” over the 24” 

17” X 23” cutting mat-class will be much easier if each student brings their own  

Scotch tape 

Colored pencils 

Sharpies fine point (several colors) 

Clear 18” ruler for drawing- please bring one that is NOT made for rotary cutting  These are sold in Quilt Stores 

Utrecht Geometry Compass Set-this is item #83005 on www. utrecht.com and sells for between $14.99 (sale price) and $20.99 

(regular price).   

Basic sewing supplies, including seam ripper, safety pins, and size 80 and size 90 topstitch sewing machine needles 

Fabric 

2 or three sets of strip sets 

EACH strip set should have 8 fabrics that graduate from light to dark and are cut accurately 1 ½” X 13”  

Each strip set should be a different color, but the sets should coordinate nicely with each other i.e. they 

would look great together in one quilt.  For example, one strip set could be brown graduating light to dark and 

another could be rust graduating from light to dark. 

Bring some additional strips of each of these fabrics so that if time permits you can make more.   Probably 

enough to make 4 more strip sets of each of the colorways would be enough to create what you design.  Also, bring 

some coordinating fabrics to go with these.  Be sure that all coordinating fabrics are not  busy, some can be, but not 

all.  Bring 2 yards of one fabric that reads like a solid, 1 to 11/2 yard of a fabric that is busy, and ½ yards of one or two 

other fabrics, and other fabrics can be fat quarters, or ¼ yard cuts. 

Rotary cutting rulers 

Monopoly clear and smoke grey 

Thread that matches your fabric for piecing and some thread that you could use to appliqué or for fused fabrics 
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